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Diversity and Inclusion in the
Workspace

D

iversity in the workplace means that an organization employs a
diverse team of people that’s reflective of the society in which it
exists and operates. Inclusion includes their diverse team at all
levels. (Collectively referred to as D and I)

Diversity incorporates all of the elements that make individuals
unique from one another, and while there are infinite differences
in humans, most of us subconsciously define diversity by a few social categories,
such as gender, race, age, social background many others.
In its simplest form, diversity means being composed of differing elements. In
a workplace, diversity means that the workforce is made up of employees with
different races, gender identities, career backgrounds, skills and so on. D and I
is proven to make communities and workplaces more productive, tolerant and
welcoming.
There are certainly more visible and invisible elements that make individuals
diverse from one another than those defined by these statements, but these
broad categories can help companies identify gaps in diversity. They also provide
measurable metrics for companies to set goals and make concerted efforts to
boost diversity in the workplace.
Diversity refers to the traits and characteristics that make people unique while
inclusion refers to the behaviors and social norms that ensure people feel
welcome. Not only is inclusivity crucial for diversity efforts to succeed, but
creating an inclusive culture will prove beneficial for employee engagement and
productivity.
Diversity is the presence of differences within a given setting. In the workplace
that can mean differences in race, ethnicity, gender identity, age and social
backgrounds. Inclusion is the practice of ensuring that people feel a sense of
belonging and support from the organization.
Aside from being a clear social, political, ethical and moral responsibility, there
are some serious benefits associated with D and I in the workplace, especially
since it has a significant impact on how customers and employees perceive a
business. Telecom Review is a big supporter of D and I. In fact, so much so, that
we included D and I award categories in this year’s Telecom Review Excellence
Award competition. All of you who feel strongly about this subject should be
nominating your Company for this award.
The Telecom Review Excellence Awards are now open for nomination. All details
for completing nominations can be found at: https://www.telecomreview.com/
summit/excellence-awards/nomination-form
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Eric Cevis is the President of Verizon Partner Solutions, which is responsible for
domestic and international wholesale strategy, including marketing, sales, customer
service operations and wholesale business operations. Telecom Review recently
visited with Eric to discuss Verizon and the state of our industry.

E

ric is no stranger
to leading large
organizations.
He joined Verizon
in 1986 and has
brought his 30+
years of sales and
marketing experience into his current
role. Eric has built a customer-centric
organization that serves customers
in over 150 countries worldwide. He
has, also, won numerous awards in
this industry showcasing his talents.
Partnership Matters at Verizon.
Verizon Partner Solutions (VPS) is
a global wholesale service provider
for global voice, data and Internet
network connectivity via wireline,
wireless and above the network
solutions with services in 2,700 cities
and 150 countries across the globe.
They are committed to providing a
better experience, better performance
and better business results as they
work with their customers to deliver
innovative network solutions as
better does matter.
How has this focus on Partnerships
shaped the impressive technology
developments that have come from
Verizon?
Our name, Verizon Partner Solutions,
makes it clear that our focus is

to drive strategic partnerships
that benefit both our partners
and Verizon. These partnerships
take many forms. Whether it’s
continuous ideation on ways
partners can leverage the various
offerings (Ethernet, Wave, Internet)
of Verizon to meet their strategic
wireline objectives or facilitating
partner discussions with our Global
Products teams to evaluate ways
Verizon can leverage the offerings
of our partners. Verizon has made
significant investments in wireless
spectrum, fiber deployments
and applications and platforms
to support above the network
opportunities like Blue Jeans
video conferencing, security, our
ThingSpace Platform for IoT,
and LTE-Business Internet. The
combination of Verizon technology
together with our robust partner
communities continues to be our
focus.
Finding a Work/Life Balance is
important in today’s rapidly changing
technology world.
The world is changing rapidly, along
with customer expectations and the
supporting technology. As industry
competition grows every year, the
need for businesses to distinguish

themselves from their competitors
grows with it. Businesses are
expected to be easily accessible and
simple to do business with around
the clock. Digital transformation
has the ability to improve workforce
productivity, operational efficiency,
and the overall customer experience.
With many businesses moving
their teams to work from home to
continue operating during the many
challenges brought on by travel and
other restrictions, leaders and their
teams have been faced with finding
new ways to balance work and
personal life.
How do you handle this need for
work life balance for yourself and
your employees?
For our employees, it begins with
communication. Whether it’s
getting feedback from our quarterly
Pulse Surveys where we solicit
the feedback of our employees,
from Employee Resource Groups
or the consistent programs and
events, Verizon has emphasized the
importance of work and personal
life balance. For me personally, as
the father of three adult children,
my wife and I are intentional about
our approach to finding the balance
and boundaries between family and
work and finding time to recharge
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the batteries as needed. I think the
pandemic has changed leaders for
the better in this area in different
ways. Some of the key values are:
•

How we care for our people
(Being Human) – dogs barking,
kids in the background, work
time on a Friday set aside to
check in personally with the
team (not talking about work,
just real life conversations) –
family ]and people first!

•

Managing stress in different
ways - exercise, health walks,
employee assistance programs

•

Virtual volunteering to support
and serve our communities –
fostering a sense of belonging

•

Communicating with empathy

•

Providing open forums for
courageous conversations

•

Leading by example

•

Agility

•

Compassion

•

Consistency

•

Transparency

•

Increase resilience through
reinvention

•

Using vacation time / family time

Finding a Work/Life Balance is
important in today’s rapidly
changing technology world

Mobile Edge Compute (MEC) has
become a new defining technology
for the ever-growing use of
bandwidth. Low latency is becoming
increasingly critical for business.
Consumers and businesses alike
increasingly expect as-it-happens
answers, responses and experiences
that feel like they are happening
in real time. This emerging era of
practically instantaneous information
delivery should bring great things,
like faster, deeper and more
actionable business intelligence;
advanced imaging; smarter vehicles;
more efficient manufacturing;
better tools for anyone from first
responders to artists; and so much
more. It will also leverage new kinds
of network architectures.
Verizon virtualized the core of
their network, and now they are
virtualizing the radio access network
(RAN) edge to make edge-ondemand possible.
How is Verizon leading the industry
in the use of MEC?
We see MEC as an important part
of our five vectors of Growth.
Movement of compute and storage
resources closer to the network
edge to improve latency in next
generation applications presents
significant opportunities in our
industry. What is exciting to me is
that we’ve begun to work with our
partners who support the healthcare
vertical, manufacturing businesses,

research and development facilities
and colleges and universities about
ways MEC and private 5G can be
transformative for their businesses.
For Verizon, it starts with our
customers and where they are in
the digital transformation journey,
and continues by exploring ways to
leverage not only the capabilities
within Verizon but also our partners.
We’re excited to be partnering with
AWS, Google and Microsoft Azure in
the MEC space. All of this gives us
the opportunity to lead the industry
in the MEC space.
Verizon continues to drive a plethora
of internal diversity initiatives
partnering the likes of Verizon’s
Global Diversity Equity and Inclusion
organization, leveraging, for example
the Women’s Association of
Verizon Employees (WAVE) as one
of ten diverse Employee Resource
Groups and relaunching training
and development initiatives like the
Women of the World Program, are
actions to identify opportunities to
move the conversation forward.
You are also the chair of the GLF
Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging
(DIB) Working Group. Besides the
obvious social benefits can you
tell us more about the benefits to
the industry, the company, and the
growth of technology?
The GLF working group released the
first-ever industry Gender Imbalance
white paper in June 2020. Since
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then, two additional annual white
papers have been released, one
on Racial Equity and the other on
Inclusion. GLF has been advocating
for women, people of color, and
other marginalized communities
through that and various other
forums. The focus is how we
leverage our collective ‘voice’ and
choose to challenge the status quo
to drive improvements in diversity,

equity and inclusion both within the
organizations of members and more
broadly across the industry. Ensuring
diversity is incredibly beneficial.
Diversity creates a virtuous cycle:
diverse talent attracts diverse talent;
GLF members acknowledge the
impact of having a diverse workforce
to attract talent and reflect their
customer base. The DIB group
is focused on developing shared
learnings, hosting panels at various
events, creating mentor programs
in the industry and benchmarking
the status and impact of diversity
initiatives in their own organizations.
To retain talent, programs covering
mentorship, sponsorship, workshops
and role modeling are among the
most highlighted requirements by
interviewed GOLF members. They
call for sharing best practices and
creating connections between their
organizations. Together, we can all
do more; realizing that it is not only
the right thing to do, it is also an
investment to grow your business.

Digital transformation is very
important for our industry. How
do you see your organization
continuing leadership in the area of
network security?
Security is a critical piece of the
digital transformation journey.
Verizon has been a thought leader
in cybersecurity publishing multiple
annual reports like our flagship
publication the data breach
investigation report (DBIR). This is
our 15th year publishing the report,
which leverages information from
our partner ecosystem, government
agencies and our own managed
security services practice. We
continue to drive awareness of the
threat landscape as it relates to
traditional assets or the emerging
area of mobile & IoT security. Our
goal is to continue to offer managed
security with an emphasis on
enabling zero trust network access
and delivering security as a key
component of our network as a
service (NaaS) methodology.

The “talent gap” is of concern to
leaders in our industry. How are you
addressing that issue at Verizon?
Within Verizon our Human Resource
organization partners with our
business units on an initiative we call
‘TalentWorks,’ and this partnership
allows us to focus on three pillars,

New products and services are the
lifeblood of any organization. You
recently added “Blue Jeans” as a
new service line for your group.
How is that progressing and what
is the future for this and other new
services?
We are excited about the
opportunities we have with Blue
Jeans. What’s most exciting is the
new solutions that we are bringing to
the market in this space leveraging
video platforms as a service. These
software development tools allow
our partners to integrate video
seamlessly into their product
offerings for more robust customer
service or overall customer
engagement experiences. In addition,
we are introducing new production
tools via BlueJeans Studio to offer
professional-grade production
quality, with secure, browser-based
events for up to 150,000 registered
attendees. This is groundbreaking
technology to disrupt the video
conferencing category. I have always
had a personal interest in technology
and find it incredibly humbling to
see these tools and other above the
network products make a real impact
in our partner ecosystem.

1.
2.
3.

We’re excited to be partnering with
AWS, Google and Microsoft Azure in
the MEC space. All of this gives us
the opportunity to lead the industry
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Attract talent,
Develop talent and
Inspire talent.

It’s an acknowledged fact in
businesses around the world today
that improving workforce diversity,
and particularly gender diversity,
is a business industry imperative.
For me, the importance of diversity
in business is not just about the
bottom line, or the benefits, or even
best business practice. It’s about the
culture of the organization I want to
work for. I want my world of work to
be one where everyone’s talents are
recognized and appreciated. This is
why I work for Verizon. I work for a
company that has diversity at the
heart of its belief system. Our credo
states that we embrace diversity not
only because it’s the right thing to do,
but also because it’s smart business.
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TELECOM REVIEW LEADERS' SUMMIT 2022

Nominate Your Brand
and Celebrate Your
Success
Telecom Review once again continues its dedication
and commitment to the ICT industry and will continue
to meet industry expectations by holding the best and
largest high-level gathering of executives for Industry
Awards. The Telecom Review awards recognize industry
leaders for their efficient and hard work throughout the
year, and are a special way for Telecom Review to help
celebrate the winner’s success.

8

T

he Telecom Review
Excellence Awards
are now open
for nomination.
All details for
completing
nominations can be
found at: https://www.telecomreview.
com/summit/excellence-awards/
nomination-form
The complete list of awards is
also available online. This year’s
categories represent our industry and
its direction so please be sure and
nominate your brand.
The awards are open to everyone
in our industry and come from
participants in the Americas, Asia,
Europe, Africa and the Middle East.
The winners will be presented at the
Gala Award Dinner on December 8
at the Intercontinental Festival City
Hotel in Dubai. We look forward to
receiving your nominations.

Get ready to seize
tomorrow’s opportunities.
Take on today’s challenges and seize
tomorrow’s opportunities with Verizon's worldclass innovation. Explore the many solutions
that can enable your business success.
For more information on how Verizon Partner Solutions can support your business
needs visit us @ https://www.verizon.com/verizonpartnersolutions/homepage/
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Carmine Sorrentino, CEO
Sparkle Americas Inc

Sparkle: Consistent
Growth for the Americas
Sparkle sees bandwidth demand on the rise in the American market as more people
look to communicate both in the region, as well as connect to the rest of the world.
LATAM is also leading the globe with over $1.5 billion of new subsea cable investment
in 2017 and 2018 alone. The population continues to benefit from access to fast
broadband infrastructure. All of this activity makes for a lot of potential in the region
for carriers, service providers, OTTs and enterprises to develop revenue growth and
drive even more enhanced capabilities for the area. Sparkle is at the heart of this
growth.

INTERVIEW
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elecom Review sat
down with Carmine
Sorrentino, CEO
Sparkle Americas
Inc, in order to get
a good overview of
Sparkle’s growth in

“Our enterprise business is growing
along with our wholesale business
so our network is well utilized,”
Carmine noted. Sparkle's IP backbone
(Seabone AS6762) is Tier 1 level and
fifth Internet backbone worldwide
according to Caida.
The company has invested in half
of the Seabras-1 subsea cable –
three out of the six dark fiber pairs
– connecting New York to Brazil, and
in doing so has developed a closed
ring that has created diverse routes
and secure, high-capacity networks
to meet this exponential bandwidth
demand. What’s more, the routes
bypass two huge, single points of
failure: New York and Miami.
“This is in addition to our capacity on
the SAC and PCCS Central subsea
cable systems that all contribute
to help us provide services for our
clients” Carmine said.
Seabras-1 lands at NJFX in Wall
NJ cable landing station that
offers carrier neutral data center
capabilities. Sparkle solved a problem
that’s plagued the industry for more
than 10 years. The company now
offers a complete, diverse wet route
all the way down to Miami. Now
someone in Ashburn, VA can reach
the Caribbean without going through
Manhattan. The company has also
found a way to get to the Caribbean
and South America and bypass Miami
and New York – completely avoiding
two traditional pain points.
Through Seabras-1 and the backhaul
extensions from cable landing
stations to main PoPs across North
America and South America, Sparkle
provides easy onward connectivity
to the rest of world. The main
advantages for Sparkle’s customers
using its Seabras-1 fibers include
lower latency on the US-Brazil route,

which has been developed on a path
completely off of the hurricane risk
area.
In addition to Seabras-1, Sparkle saw
an opportunity to invest in a submarine
cable to offer diverse routes via Florida
and the Caribbean. Dark fiber on the
cable was purchased and lit. “We
needed a solution to connect this
cable to Miami. We looked at many
terrestrial solutions and nearly the
whole environment options were not
of high quality, so we decided on this
underused submarine cable that runs
from Tuckerton, NJ to Boca Raton, FL,”
noted Federico Porri, CTO for Sparkle
Americas. The result is a complete,
diverse connection from New Jersey all
the way to Sao Paolo with many secure,
reliable route options and off-shoots
along the way. Sparkle has opened a
new Point of Presence (PoP) in Fortaleza
to support the growing demand for
international connectivity in Brazil.

Monet is a new generation cable
spanning 10,556 km and connecting
Boca Raton, Florida, to both Fortaleza
and Sao Paulo in Brazil. With the new
cable, Sparkle increases the overall
redundancy of its backbone that
now provides five diversified routes
between North and South America
thanks to its extensive submarine
infrastructure that includes three
undersea “digital highways”: Monet
and Seabras-1 in the Atlantic and Curie
in the Pacific.
With the addition of Monet to its
assets in the Atlantic, Sparkle further
enhances its Tier-1 Seabone global
IP transit service and its capacity
solutions, catering to the huge data
demand driven by new technologies,
media platforms and cloud-based
services that require omnipresent
internet connectivity.

The company operates in São Paulo, Rio
de Janeiro, Porto Alegre and Salvador
and the new PoP is the fourteenth in
the country, consolidating Sparkle as a
leading global Tier-1 backbone in Latin
America.

With Monet, Sparkle continues the
expansion of its American fiber optic
network, which now counts 56 Points
of Presence across US, Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Panama, Peru
and Venezuela, a capillary presence in
Brazil and the new open landing and
connectivity hub in Panama

Sparkle recently added spectrum
capacity on the Monet submarine
cable system connecting Brazil to
the United States. With this addition,
Sparkle enhances its regional backbone
providing five diversified routes between
North and South America.

The PoP is integrated with Sparkle’s
global Tier-1 IP backbone Seabone,
boasting extensive coverage in Central
and South America using points
in Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile,
Colombia, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico
and Venezuela.
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In addition, due to its terrestrial and
submarine networks with three
‘digital highways’ Monet, Seabras-1
cable in the Atlantic and Curie in the
Pacific, Sparkle offers four routes
for connectivity from South to North
America, ensuring a top-quality data
experience.

LATAM’S New Superhighway
The solution has been extremely well
accepted by the wholesale community.
With Latin America’s position as a
hotbed of expansion amid improving
mobile network capabilities and Internet
options, growth is inevitable in this
sector.

Enterprise customers, network
providers, ISPs, OTTs and Content and
Application Providers can benefit from
Sparkle’s IP portfolio which includes
the IP Transit service Seabone, DDoS
Protection and Virtual NAP.

Sparkle and Trans Ocean Network,
a Panamanian telecommunications
company, have agreed to form a
strategic joint venture in Panama for
the construction of an open landing
and connectivity center that aims to
become the digital hub for all Central
America, the Andean region and the
Caribbean. Curie has a branching unit
to the new Panama Data Center

The DDoS Protection grants customers
the option to self-protect networks
from attacks and Virtual NAP allows
access to the main Internet Exchange
Points (IXPs) without the necessity to
build any proprietary infrastructure.
Solving a Telecom Pain Point via
Diverse, Wet Route
Sparkle studied the options carefully
before determining subsea was the way
to go. One thing the company noticed
was that new terrestrial fiber projects
from Atlanta going south – for various
reasons – were not being completed.
Sparkle works with backhaul providers
at NJFX’s colocation campus, offering a
unique architecture, low latency options
and secure connectivity. Customers
can bypass the congested NYC metro
area via Sparkle’s capacity at the
NJFX campus. offering a diverse route
and alternatives for disaster recovery
planning. Fully integrated with Sparkle’s
global backbone, the new route enables
customers major benefits from lower
latency to added diversity.
Curie Subsea Cable
Sparkle has enhanced its American
backbone with a new fiber pair on Curie
submarine cable connecting Chile to
the US.
The Google-owned subsea cable
Curie is the first direct US-Chile cable
connecting Los Angeles to Valparaiso.
Sparkle’s new fiber pair on Curie will be
fully integrated with Sparkle’s global
backbone, increasing redundancy
and offering a fourth diversified route
to directly connect South and North
America.

“Panama Digital Gateway will be a next
generation open hub featuring state-ofthe-art technologies and infrastructures
to satisfy all customers’ requirements”
Carmine told us. Located in Panama
City, the new building will offer 3,200
square meters of colocation space for
over 700 racks and 6 MW of power
and will feature the latest security
technologies and an expected Power
Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of 1.4.
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strategic hub between North and South
America, is a project of fundamental
importance for the landing of new
submarine cables and the creation
of an ecosystem of interconnected
players.”
José Alejandro Rojas Pardini, Minister
of Facilitation of Private Investments
for the Presidency of the Republic of
Panama, highlighted that “This project
positions Panama as the bridge for
data connectivity of Latin America. Its
geographical location and competitive
advantages make our country an
attractive Hub for investments in
technology, reinforcing the Digital
Hub strategy, which is being carried
out by the Government of President
Laurentino Cortizo Cohen”.
Magic Quadrant
Sparkle has been included in the 2022
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Network
Services, Global*. Sparkle is the first
Italian-based operator to be listed
in this report among 18 network
service providers with global coverage
evaluated for their Completeness of
Vision and Ability to Execute.

By establishing a presence in the new
hub, OTTs, carriers, financial institutions
and corporations will be able to benefit
from Sparkle’s global connectivity
services - including its global Tier1 IP transit service Seabone and its
capacity solutions – and access to
other regional networks. The direct
access to submarine cables provides
a plus in terms of performance and
resilience, as undersea cables are the
information highways where Internet
and telecommunication services travel
at the speed of light, enabling real-time
digital services.

According to this Gartner report
“The COVID-19 pandemic has
highlighted the true value of agility for
enterprise networks, as enterprises
have had to rapidly change working
practices, accelerate digital and
cloud transformations, and cope
with rapidly changing business
circumstances”. The report also
states that “New WAN technologies,
especially SD-WAN and cloud
connectivity, are transforming the
enterprise network and enabling new
agile sourcing approaches, better
suited to rapidly changing enterprise
needs”.

“The development of infrastructure
in the Americas represents a
pillar of Sparkle's strategic plan to
consolidate its positioning in the
telecommunications wholesale
market while reinforcing its offering
of digital solutions to enterprises.”,
explained Elisabetta Romano, CEO of
Sparkle. “The construction of the hub
in Panama, a natural crossroad of
Central America and a bridge between
the Atlantic and the Pacific as well as a

“We are proud to be included
in this Gartner Magic Quadrant
Network Services, Global report”,
says Carmine. “We believe that
this acknowledgment validates our
expansion into the global networking
services arena and our effort to
build innovative solutions that
support the digital transformation
of the enterprises as well as our
constant focus to improve customer
experience.”
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Tom Stanton, Chairman and CEO of ADTRAN Holdings

ADTRAN Completes
Acquisition of ADVA Optical
ADTRAN Holdings, Inc. announced the closing of its business combination with ADVA
Optical Networking SE The companies received all necessary regulatory approvals
and shareholder consent, making closure possible. ADTRAN Holdings is now the
parent company of ADTRAN, Inc. (“ADTRAN”) through the merger of ADTRAN with
and into a wholly-owned subsidiary of ADTRAN Holdings. Additionally, tendered
ADVA shares were exchanged for shares of ADTRAN Holdings today, making ADTRAN
Holdings the majority shareholder of ADVA.

T

om Stanton,
Chairman and CEO
of ADTRAN Holdings
said, “This is an
exciting day for both
companies. With
closing now behind
us, we can focus on the final steps that
will allow us to fully integrate these
companies, creating a driving force
within the industry. We believe that the

combination of our exceptional talent,
industry-leading solution portfolios, and
vision for innovation, positions us as a
global trusted leader for service provider,
government, and enterprise customers
and will provide a firm foundation for our
success moving forward.”
As already announced, the
Company intends to enter into
either a domination agreement or

a domination and profit and loss
transfer agreement to further drive
integration, which will be a further
step in making the Company a global
leader in end-to-end fiber networking.
With an addressable market of $13.7
billion the combined company will
offer an unparalleled product portfolio
ranging from in-home connectivity
and business access solutions to
optical core transport.
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K

evin Morgan is
Chief Marketing
Officer at Clearfield
and joined the
company August,
2016. Morgan has
served in various
senior marketing positions since 1996
at ADTRAN, Inc. where he gained
extensive experience in advanced
communications technology, fiber
optic systems, and business product
marketing. Before that, he spent nearly a
decade at telephone operating company
BellSouth, now a part of AT&T, where he
worked as the lead product evaluations
resource of broadband technologies in
the Science & Technology department.
Fiber Broadband Association
Kevin was elected as the new Chair
of the Board for the Fiber Broadband
Association (FBA) for a one-year term
that begins on January 1, 2022. Morgan
steps into the role as the industry looks
to leverage the historic federal and state
funding for broadband infrastructure
investment, demonstrating a clear market
focus on connecting every American to
the possibilities created by fiber.
Kevin Morgan is Chief
Marketing Officer
at Clearfield

Clearfield
Fiber optics is a rapidly growing multi-billion-dollar
industry and Clearfield has a strong competitive position
as 5G and NG-PON2 technologies are being rolled out.
Clearfield provides fiber protection, fiber management
and fiber delivery solutions that enable rapid and
cost-effective fiber-fed deployment throughout the
broadband service provider space. Telecom Review
recently visited with Kevin Morgan to get insight into the
growth of the fiber broadband marketplace.

“Kevin’s continued leadership, insights
and perspective will be invaluable to the
FBA Board and our members as we look
to help the industry create digital parity
for everyone, no matter where they
live,” said Gary Bolton, Fiber Broadband
Association’s President and CEO. “Kevin
is a clear champion of the fiber industry.
We are fortunate to have him as
Chairman for the coming year.”
Morgan steps into his role with plenty
of experience having served 2019 and
2015 Board Chair. He was first elected
to the FBA’s Board in 2011 and has
served on the board every year since,
holding positions such as Chairman, Vice
Chair, Secretary and Treasurer. In his
30-year career, he has gained extensive
experience in advanced communications
technology, fiber optic systems and
business product marketing.
“The FBA is the voice of the fiber
broadband industry and as chair, I will
focus on amplifying its message about the
economic and social impact fiber can have
on communities and people,” said Morgan.
“Clearfield’s work helping operators
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leverage federal funds for network growth
along with time spent simplifying fiber
deployments for community broadband
providers gives me a unique perspective
that I look forward to bringing as the FBA
Board Chair.”
Growth
Clearfield has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire Finnish company
Nestor Cables Oy (“Nestor”), a leading
developer and manufacturer of fiber
optic cable solutions. The pending
acquisition follows a long-standing,
synergistic relationship between
Clearfield and Nestor, who have
worked together for over a decade. The
acquisition is expected to be accretive to
Clearfield earnings.
Nestor was founded in 2007 in
Oulu, Finland, by cable technology
professionals. Its product portfolio
includes fiber optic cables, connectivity
accessories for fiber optic networks
and instrumentation, and the Nestor
Optimus product family for micro duct
networks. Nestor offers its customers
complete solutions for fiber optic
networks, including fiber to the home
(FTTH) and fiber to the premises (FTTP)
applications.
Since 2012, Nestor has supplied fiber
optic cables for Clearfield’s high-quality
FieldShield product line. This strategic
acquisition will enable Clearfield to
vertically integrate the supply of its fiber
optic cables to meet future customer
demand. Furthermore, Clearfield
anticipates leveraging the deep technical
expertise of the Nestor team, who have
decades of optical experience, to extend
the available supply of FieldShield
fiber into the North American market.
Clearfield expects to open optical fiber
production in its Mexico facility and
begin production of optical cable in
North America in early calendar year
2023.
Concurrently, Nestor will continue to
service all of its existing customers
throughout Finland and other European
countries. Clearfield is excited to bring
its fiber management solutions to
Nestor’s customers and prospects in
the European market. In 2021, Nestor
generated EUR €31.7 million in revenue
under Finnish Accounting Standards.

INTERVIEW
FastPass
Community broadband operators can
reap significant benefits in ramping
Homes Passed deployment plans based
on market demand and competitive
market forces. The FastPass approach
utilizing in-cassette splicing significantly
reduces Fiber Distribution Hub (FDH)
cabinet costs and speeds installation
times allowing for double the number of
fiber homes passed in the same amount
of time versus legacy install methods.
These time savings benefit any operator
required to meet strict deployment
deadline requirements associated with
federal and state broadband funding
programs.
“The need to reduce the time required
for fiber homes passed is becoming
mission critical for broadband
providers across the country,”
said Jeff Heynen, Vice President,
Broadband Access and Home
Networking at Dell’Oro Group. “Fiber
deployments are a land grab right now
and whoever gets to the consumer
first wins. Clearfield’s FastPass
approach challenges the status quo
of FDH cabinet installation methods
and provides a way for broadband
operators to jump to the front of the
line for their customers.”
“As fiber broadband deployments rise
with federal infrastructure funding, the
ability to deploy fiber faster, and at a lower
cost, is a clear competitive advantage
for any operator,” said Kevin. Industry
observers predict more homes will be
passed with fiber in the next five years
than has been deployed to date, and
Clearfield is committed to helping our
customers deploy fiber first as they enter
new markets, start new builds, and look
to close the digital divide for everyone.”
Splicing within the Clearview Cassette
is unique: the splicing function is not
performed on a separate splice tray but
is contained on the cassette itself. The
cassette can be easily removed from the
cabinet and travel whatever distance is
required to reach the splice trailer. The
splicing operation remains the same, it’s
just performed on the cassette rather
than on a separate tray. This eliminates
the need for the cable stub, splice trays,
the splice closure and the vault needed
to store the splice closure and cable stub
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slack, saving more than $1,000 per FDH
cabinet deployed.
Nestor has a strong market position
in Finland as a supplier of optical fiber
cabling. The company also exports
many of its products to the European
continent, accounting for approximately
30% of its annual revenues. Nestor
operates two production facilities
and has customers in more than 50
countries.
Strategic Roadmap
Kevin told us that they are continuing to
innovate their product lines and that is
evidenced by their recent fiber pedestal
announcement.
The CraftSmart® FiberFirst Pedestal is
the industry’s first pedestal designed
to support fiber-only deployments.
Deployable in any outdoor environment,
and ideal for operators looking to
deploy broadband in rural markets,
the pedestal delivers the most costeffective, non-metallic enclosure in
the industry, delivering a solution that
exceeds industry standards for strength,
reliability, and environmental concerns.
“Delivering products such as the FiberFirst
Pedestal is part of our ongoing strategy
to own and control our manufacturing
and supply chain so we can ensure
our customers have the products they
need, when they need them, to take fiber
further,” said Johnny Hill, Chief Operating
Officer of Clearfield. “Having craft-friendly,
universally deployable fiber management
solutions for any environment, is a
necessity given the increasing importance
placed on faster, more streamlined
installation required by federal and state
funding programs. The FiberFirst Pedestal
is designed with this in mind—to save
time and money while speeding time-torevenue.”
“Our pedestal solution has been
designed to optimize the deployment
of Clearfield fiber management
solutions,” said Kevin. “Customers will
continue to require domed pedestal
solutions for the extra protection
provided for applications such as the
co-location of services and we look
forward to providing those solutions
from our supplier partners long into
the future.”
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SmartHub Kalba (Middle East)

An ICT Bridge Between Continents

The Carrier and Wholesale Services (C&WS) division of e& (formerly known as Etisalat
Group) announced the readiness of its SmartHub Kalba data center facility to be the
future telecom hub for the MENA region.

T

he state-of-art
Tier III data center
facility in Kalba
is powered by
Africa-1 and 2
Africa, two new
subsea telecom
cable systems providing diverse and
reliable connectivity to Africa, the
Middle East and Europe.
The SmartHub Kalba facility, fully
operational at the beginning of this
year, has already been powered by the
Africa-1 subsea telecom system, giving
customers direct access to enhanced
connectivity for addressing critical
business requirements.
The addition of 2 Africa, the largest
subsea system in the world, will
enable SmartHub to continue meeting
customer needs for new applications
such as cloud computing, on-demand
video and social media. It will also
increase the capacity, quality and
availability of internet connectivity
between Africa and worldwide by
offering the opportunity for global

players – carriers and content delivery
networks (CDNs) - to expand their
regional presence through its georedundant ecosystem.
Ali Amiri, Group Chief Carrier & Wholesale
Officer, e&, said, “As one of the biggest
neutral carrier hotels, our SmartHub data
centers will be an ICT bridge between
continents, supporting critical business
activities for global customers. SmartHub
Kalba will enable us to increase our
capabilities and global capacity further
so that we can continue to meet our
international clients’ evolving needs for
infrastructure across Asia, Africa, Europe,
Middle East and the Americas.”
With the launch of SmartHub Kalba, e&’s
C&WS division has set a benchmark in
the region in line with the company’s
overall strategy to bring transformative
technologies and innovative solutions
to e&’s customers across various
enterprise verticals such as banking,
financial services and insurance. It is
also aligned with the UAE leadership’s
vision to continue leading as an ICT
and data hub for the region, responding

to the diverse requirements of global
telecom infrastructure.
By directly connecting numerous
countries around the entire coast of
Africa to Europe and the Middle East
region, businesses and consumers
will benefit from enhanced capacity
and reliability for services such as
telecommuting, HD TV broadcasting,
internet services, video conferencing,
advanced multimedia and mobile
video applications. The project will
also underpin future mobile and fixed
broadband access and help countries
meet many of the SDG-related
challenges related to or depending on
internet connectivity.
The e&’s SmartHub wholesale data
center ecosystem serves almost two
billion population aiming to reach another
one billion with the addition of the new
subsea cable systems and data center in
Kalba. Its expansion follows the opening
of facilities in Fujairah and Dubai.
For enquiries, email
IntlSales-C&WS@eand.com

INTERVIEW
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Vick Mamlouk, Senior Advisor
at Rosenberger Technologies

PROSE: For Everyday
Communication of People,
Networks, and Data
PROSE, the spinoff of Rosenberger Technologies' antenna and wireless product
portfolio, was announced in early 2022. We connected with Vick Mamlouk, Senior
Advisor at Rosenberger Technologies, to shed light on the essence of this new brand,
their current business environment, and the growth outlook within the wireless
industry.

A

s one of the
latest initiatives
in developing
Rosenberger
Technologies’
international
business for

wireless products, can you explain the
relevance and purpose behind the new
brand identity PROSE?
PROSE means everyday language,
and we noticed in the world today that
communication is a comparable element
to electricity and water. With life meant to

be connected and made up of the small
yet unforgettable moments, we felt it was
important to establish ourselves that
we're in the industry to connect people.
Rosenberger Technologies, from
its origins, focused on connectivity
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solutions; making it one of the
leaders in the industry. The wireless
product portfolio was integrated into
the mix in 2008 under the leadership
of the same team that leads PROSE
today. The focus is on wireless
product portfolios that provide base
station antennas and indoor wireless
communications. We took the
wireless communication vision and
branded it as PROSE, allowing the
company to focus on the mission to
communicate in day-to-day life.
We have been in the
telecommunications industry
for a long time, and our product
offerings have over 100 service
providers worldwide. We have a clear
understanding of the future market
and how to adapt to change. Because
of our market adaptability, we have
been able to focus on communicating
with people, networks, and data—all
while providing great products and
solutions.
With PROSE, we provide wireless
solutions for service providers,
enterprises, and private wireless
networks. We want to be closer
to our customers and help them
make decisions quicker than ever.
Customers now need unique
solutions, and we can provide
offerings based on their demands
and needs.
In wireless communications
infrastructure, the market is changing
and the pie is getting bigger. Now you
are not only serving service providers
for their wireless needs, but you are
also serving the enterprises that want
their private networks. Our future is to
help support the industry with Open
RAN and active wireless DAS for
indoor and outdoor solutions.
What is the current market position
and business environment for
PROSE?
We have four R&D centers in
North America, China, India, and
Australia, as we are focusing more
on different future product demands
for customers. We also have three
manufacturing locations and more
than 25 sales and project offices
serving around the globe.

INTERVIEW
We focused a lot on Asia and
expanded to the Middle East and
India. Now with the expansion
and the ability to be on our own,
the market will allow us to open
in Europe, Africa, as well as North,
South, and Latin America. I am
personally involved in Africa, which I
see as the last frontier, and where we
recently demonstrated an expansion
in our customer base.
How does the company support its
customers? What are the main needs
that should be met?
Different customers need different
things. In Africa, we are still talking
about 3G going to LTE, but in
countries like Saudi Arabia and the
UAE, we are already talking about
5G and 6G. In Europe, it’s all about
private networks. Manufacturers and
enterprises are making their wireless
networks.
I see that the future in the wireless
industry would be connecting Open
RAN to indoor solutions. You will
have a brand-new network that is
not only controlled by the vendor or
the service provider. Each enterprise
can have its segment of frequencies
and make its private network. And
they want companies like PROSE to
be able to serve these needs and say,
“Okay, I can do LTE, I can do 5G, and
our systems are ready for 6G.”
Where would there be a huge
demand increase and how would
PROSE respond to this?
It depends on the market. When it
comes to wireless networks, there are
two things: capacity and coverage.
The capacity is when you add
sources like data centers and actual
radios. While coverage is for indoor
solutions and being able to cover
public venues.
For instance, Asia has been
more advanced in wireless
communications because they have
deployed 5G. Since there is a large
population, capacity is required. While
in Africa, there is less of a population
but much larger areas—which require
coverage. In Europe, dense areas
require both better coverage and
capacity.
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In the future, I see heavy industrial
companies as the most advanced in
providing private networks. Whether
located in Europe, China, or North
America, you will hear companies
have around 300,000 employees, on
top of numerous data centers and
factories equipped with robots. Those
would require more private networks
and wireless solutions.
Moreover, for indoor solutions, I
see buildings set up with dedicated
infrastructure to connect tenants and
users. For outdoor solutions, they
will prepare areas where they can put
closets for telecommunication as
data centers are coming to the edge.
All of this is happening to provide
the PROSE way — everyday
communication and easy services
and installation for complete
coverage.
What is the key to PROSE’s success
in the future?
First of all, I hope that COVID and
supply chain issues can come to
an end. Thus, the focus can go to
bringing the investment back from
the service provider and enterprise.
What we have seen, in the last two
years of the pandemic, is that we
make sure communication is enabled
everywhere.
Everybody is working from
different locations, but they are
communicating more and more,
depending on the infrastructure. I
see there is a major growth in the
infrastructure, growing considerably
between 10-15% a year, based on ABI
and other worldwide market studies.
Service providers and enterprises
are all part of the growth in the
future. 5G will provide network slicing
segments where each one will have
its frequency spectrum. We hope
that PROSE will be very successful
by not only capturing customers and
being able to meet their demand but
also getting into more international
markets. Each market has its
particularities and challenges to keep
things balanced and PROSE is here to
provide the right wireless solution to
serve its customers.
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Chip Pickering, CEO of
Incompas

State Rights

(to Competition)
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We know that necessity is the mother of invention, but it’s also frequently the driver
for bipartisan policy-making. For years, broadband inequity and digital gaps in
both rural and urban communities were acknowledged but not addressed. But the
pandemic changed that – in a big way. Chip Pickering, CEO of Incompas, recently
provided Telecom Review with some insight into broadband and the blueprint for its
success.

R

epublicans and
Democrats
have united in
Washington,
coming together
to make the single
largest investment
in broadband history. An investment
designed to make “internet for all” a
reality, and open new opportunities for
millions of American students, families
and businesses.
Between COVID-relief funding from the
Treasury Department’s Capital Projects
Fund and the bipartisan Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act passed
by Congress and signed into law by
President Biden, nearly $100 billion will
be invested into new networks.
Done right, this money can help
connect every American and can help
ensure that every home and business
in America is best prepared for the jobs
and industries of the future. It can also
bring competition to the marketplace
which will result in faster speeds and
lower prices for everyone.
Last year, INCOMPAS launched the
BroadLAND USA campaign to help
policy makers put together a blueprint
for success. Our advocacy helped
frame the bipartisan Infrastructure Act’s
investment in broadband around smart,
future-focused goals based on what we
all know works best: more competition.
That’s because competition succeeds,
and monopolies fail. In markets where
multiple broadband providers operate,
speeds are faster, customer service
is better and prices are lower. Also,
past government programs that have
been open to competitive bidding (like
E-Rate) have seen greater success,
while programs that favor monopoly-

only contracts (like CAF Phase I) have
fallen well short of their promises and
failed to connect Americans to fast,
future-proof broadband.
The good news is the Treasury
Department and the Commerce
Department’s National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) understood
this dynamic and put forward rules
and guidelines that help incentivize
the states to builder faster networks,
faster. Specifically, the NTIA’s Notice
of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) lays
out rules for the Broadband Equity,
Access, and Deployment (BEAD)
Program that feature some of the
most pro-competition policies and
incentives to help states move quickly
on plans that deliver the most bang
for the buck.
First, like Treasury, the NTIA’s NOFO
favors building future-proof networks
that will expand our 5G future. That
means more fiber. Fiber is the fuel that
powers an all-of-the-above broadband
strategy as wired, wireless, 5G, and
satellite broadband infrastructure
all depend on it. Communities that
install anything less than future-proof
networks will be wasting tax dollars
and leaving their schools and small
businesses behind. We are glad to
see federal agencies’ insistence that
billions of dollars of government funds
not be wasted on obsolete networks
of the past that simply do not have
the bandwidth to power the jobs and
industries of tomorrow, and it will be
imperative that states do the same.
Second, the American people have made
it clear they want better, faster, more
affordable broadband, and they want it
now. So, the NTIA’s NOFO helps streamline
the deployment of new networks by

encouraging pole access, dig- once, and
reasonable cost provisions. INCOMPAS
was the leader in pushing for dig-once
and one-touch-make-ready at the FCC
and in Congress and are thrilled to see
pro-deployment policy continuing to be
applied. This is a win-win for new builders
and local communities who need faster
networks built fast and for the taxpayers
who are funding it.
Third, competition is not only a permanent
affordability solution – it’s also the law. In
two key areas – demanding competition in
the bidding process, and strong incentives
for wholesale provisions that promote
competition, the Infrastructure Act money
will add tremendous value and savings
to consumers and small businesses.
Wholesale availability means that small
businesses, schools, and government
agencies will have a choice in their
broadband provider and not be beholden
to monopoly prices. This is a big deal for
local communities looking to attract new
private investment and Main Street small
businesses looking to save money and
grow.
As a former elected official from a small,
rural state, it’s gratifying to see the policy
makers making a concerted effort to give
farming communities and small towns
– denied the power of broadband for far,
far too long – access to gigabit speed
services that are not only faster but also
more affordable. The agricultural industry
has been innovating for a long time, and
today’s innovation is dependent on fast
broadband connectivity.
The bipartisan Infrastructure Act is a big
broadband deal for America. Put simply,
all Americans, urban and rural, can now
be connected to fast broadband — and
more importantly, to the dreams and
aspirations internet connectivity enables
and unleashes.
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NTT Plans New TransPacific Submarine Cable
NTT Ltd. Japan Corporation, Mitsui & Co., Ltd., PC Landing Corp, and JA Mitsui
Leasing, Ltd. announced the launch of a new company, Seren Juno Network Co., Ltd.
(“Seren”) which has been founded to construct and operate “JUNO”, the new and
largest trans-Pacific submarine cable system (providing the maximum capacity of
350Tbps) that will run between Japan and the US.

FEATURE
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Maeda, President and Chief
Executive Officer, NTT Ltd. Japan
Corporation. “This new subsea cable
is the latest joint effort NTT has led in
a long and proud history of providing
reliable global internet infrastructure.”
Japan in particular, located midway
between the US and key Asian
markets, has played the important
role of “Data Hub” in the Asia-Pacific
region. As such, JUNO is expected to
be an ideal addition to the undersea
cable network and key to supporting
the global internet backbone, and
further growth in Asia-Pacific
countries and worldwide.
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in the US and Asia, through
reliable and secure sales,
operations and management
support.
NTT has been at the center of global
internet infrastructure development
and operations for many years with
an instrumental role in several subsea
cable projects, including JUPITER,
MIST, ASE, APG, PC-1, APRICOT and
now JUNO. JUNO is expected to
begin operating at the end of 2024.

JUNO, the new trans-Pacific
submarine cable system, offers
several unique benefits to customers:
•

It will introduce leadingedge SDM (Space Division
Multiplexing) technology,
enabling the provision of 20
optical fiber pairs (40 cores) per
cable, (conventional technology
currently provides a maximum of
16 fiber pairs or 32 cores).

•

It provides the maximum
capacity of 350Tbps, the largest
among any existing cable system
between Japan and the US.

G

•

It offers high resiliency by
connecting to two separate
landing stations in between
Japan and the US, providing
additional security and
resilience against any potential
disturbances due to rough
weather conditions, particularly
along the coastal areas of Japan.

•

It provides flexibility, as JUNO
can alter the amount of
bandwidth to each branch route
according to demand and in
response to customers’ evolving
requirements.

“With the rapid growth of the global
digital economy and an increasing
demand for cloud solutions and
lower latency, the undersea internet
cable sector is quickly becoming
more critical to global internet
infrastructure,” said Takanobu

•

Seren will provide fast and
reliable network services
to global major global
technology companies, OTTs,
telecommunication carriers, etc.
enabling them to strengthen the
telecommunications environment

lobal internet
bandwidth has
risen by 29
percent in 2021.
This growth
trajectory is
expected to
continue upward driven by the
deployment of 5G, IoT and edge
compute technologies. And with
existing Japan-US cables nearing
capacity, JUNO is very much needed
to meet the increasing demand for
global internet bandwidth.

This new subsea cable
is the latest joint effort
NTT has led in
a long and proud history
of providing reliable
global internet
infrastructure
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Netcracker Receives Top Honors for CloudNative Platform, Support for Complex 5G Partner
Ecosystems and Ability to Speed Time-to-Market
for Service Providers
GlobalData has ranked Netcracker as a leader in Revenue Management for the eighth
consecutive time in its recent Competitive Landscape Assessment. GlobalData
reviewed vendors on a number of criteria, including portfolio capabilities, delivery
models, service and support and customer success and stability.

G

lobalData cited
Netcracker’s
established
multicloud
support and cloud
deployment flexibility
as key reasons
for the leadership position. It also
highlighted Netcracker Cloud BSS, a
SaaS-based, cloud-native solution that
runs in the public cloud and facilitates
the creation and launch of new digital
services and revenue streams for
telecom operators.
Netcracker’s leadership ranking comes
as the company enjoys recent success

with revenue management solutions at
customers around the world, including
Altice, Nuuday, Telenet and Sky New
Zealand, to help them quickly realize the
benefits of new business cases.
“We have placed Netcracker in a
leadership position for revenue
management in our Competitive
Landscape Assessment because
the company continues to move the
industry forward with support for
multicloud deployments, 5G partner
ecosystems and complex digital
transformations,” said Jeremiah Caron,
Global Head of Research & Analysis

at GlobalData. “Netcracker’s value
proposition around the cloud keeps it
one step ahead of operators evolving
into digital service providers, which helps
keep the company at the forefront of the
market.”
“We are honored that GlobalData has
once again positioned Netcracker as
a leader in the revenue management
market,” said Ari Banerjee, SVP of
Strategy at Netcracker. “We are
continually advancing our offerings to
provide the best solutions to operators
and give them the tools to monetize new
5G use cases.”

FEATURE
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Digital
Infrastructure
Headlines PTC’23
Fresh off the PTC’23 program committee meeting, PTC is looking forward to
another successful Annual Conference, welcoming attendees from around the globe
back to Waikiki for an event headlined by discussions on the key areas of digital
infrastructure.

P

TC’23 will explore
the hottest topics
in the industry
through center stage
sessions, workshops
and topical sessions,
and PTC HUB
Lightning Talks, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business and Customer
Perspectives
Network Technologies,
Equipment, and Services
Network Applications
Enabling Technologies
Pacific Region and Development
Regulation, Policy, and Ethics

New for PTC’23, to encourage
companies to bring rising industry
executives, PTC is providing a
special Young Professionals BOGO
(buy one, get one) registration offer.
Companies that register for PTC’23
are encouraged to invite a young
professional from their company
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to attend and experience the Annual
Conference for free. A total of 50 young
professional registrations are available
on a first-come, first-served basis,
one per company, provided that the
registered attendee has paid for their
conference registration. Take advantage
of the current discounts on PTC’23 by
registering before 31 October, and bring a
young professional from the company to
Honolulu next January!
Visit PTC.ORG/PTC23 for more
information or to register today.
PTC Awards 2023
PTC’23 will host the PTC Awards 2023,
intended to acknowledge the outstanding
contributions being made to improve the
ability of people and organizations in the
Pacific region to connect, communicate,
collaborate, and experience an enhanced
quality of life.
With a number of awards to consider,
companies and individuals have
the opportunity to showcase their
achievements and be recognized among
the best-of-the-best in the industry.
Any organization or individual that
is based in or does business in the
Pacific region may submit an entry
for consideration in one or multiple
categories.
Networking and Network-Centric
Solutions Awards
•
Outstanding Satellite or Submarine
Company
•
Outstanding Wirelines and/or
Wireless Company
•
Outstanding Applications Company
•
Outstanding Cloud/Edge Company
•
Outstanding Data Center/Colo/
Interconnection Company
•
Outstanding Innovation or
Transformation
•
Outstanding Start-up
PTC Vision and Mission Award
•
Outstanding Support or PTC’s Vision
and Mission Award
Leadership Awards
•
Outstanding C-Level Executive
•
Outstanding Female Executive
•
Outstanding Diversity and Inclusion
Champion
•
Outstanding Up-and-Coming Leader

FEATURE
Be sure to attend the PTC Awards 2023
on Tuesday, 17 January at the Hilton
Hawaiian Village Kalia Pool. To view
more information about the awards, visit
PTC.ORG/PTC23/AWARDS.
New PTC Membership Categories
Are you or your company a PTC Member
yet? If not, what are you waiting for?
Now is the time as PTC has introduced
new individual membership categories
available to prospective and renewing
PTC Members.
These new categories expand the PTC
Membership offerings available and
invite associates from organizations
that cannot become or are not corporate
members to engage with PTC as well
as their industry peers, fellow PTC
Members.
Find out more about the benefits of
membership in PTC and the new
categories at PTC.ORG/JOIN.
PTC Community Outreach Initiatives
[Side Bar]
Did you know? PTC is a global non-profit
membership organization promoting
the advancement of information and
communication technologies (ICT)
in the Pacific Rim, the most dynamic
geography of the world, spanning over
40 nations.
Following the organization’s vision
and mission to make a difference
in the lives of those in the Pacific
region, PTC conducts a series of
Community Outreach Initiatives
which focus on helping the future of
digital telecommunications thrive, by
supporting up-and-coming scholars,
bringing Internet to hard-to-reach
locations, and training the next
generation of executives the future of
telecom management. It is through the
industry’s support by becoming a PTC
Member, annual sponsor, attending the
PTC Annual Conference, and more, that
PTC is able to give back and continue its
Community Outreach Initiatives.
PTC Emerging Scholar Program
Continuing the commitment to
recognizing and supporting upand-coming scholars in the field of
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information and communications
technologies, PTC introduces the PTC
Emerging Scholar Program, formerly
the PTC Young Scholar Program.
which now broadens the spectrum
of individuals who may apply to the
program by removing age eligibility
requirements.
Selected applicants will be invited to
present their research in person at
PTC’23. Learn more about the PTC
Emerging Scholar Program at PTC.ORG/
EmergingScholar.
PTC Research Award
Each year at the Annual Conference,
PTC offers an award for excellence
in research. The Open to researchers
and faculty members in the academic,
non-profit, or private sector, the Meheroo
Jussawalla Research Award is named
in honor of the late international
telecommunications scholar Meheroo
Jussawalla. The 2023 award
recipient will receive a cash award,
complimentary registration to attend
PTC’23, the opportunity to present their
research at the Annual Conference,
as well as a stipend for travel and
accommodations. For more information,
visit PTC.ORG/RESEARCH-AWARD.
PTC Academy
One of the most regarded training
opportunities available for rising industry
leaders, the PTC Academy aims to
provide exceptional management
training, with coursework designed
by PTC and accreditation provided in
partnership with Submarine Telecoms
Forum. The PTC Academy: Executive
Insight for Exceptional Leaders focuses
on target topics required for professional
advancement seldom addressed by
formal education or institutional training
and features presenters with a wealth of
industry experience from the C-suite and
PTC Membership.
The course is delivered across 10
modules in 90-minute live online
sessions combining lectures followed
by instructor Q&A and peer structured
discussions.
For more information about the
PTC Academy and to register for an
upcoming course, please visit PTC.ORG/
ACADEMY.

DISCOUNT RATES AVAILABLE UNTIL 31 OCTOBER

PTC.ORG/PTC23/REGISTER

ADVERTISE, SPONSOR, EXHIBIT, HOST A MEETING,
OR PARTICIPATE IN THE PTC AWARDS 2023.

BECOME A PTC MEMBER
Play a part in the global non-profit membership organization
to improve the quality of life through ICT initiatives.
VISIT PTC.ORG/JOIN
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INTERVIEW

Rob Shore, Infinera’s VP of
marketing

Infinera: A Growing
Technology Leader
The Asia-Africa-Europe-1 (AAE-1) Consortium, owner
of one of the largest consortium cable systems in the
world, selected Infinera’s ICE6 coherent 800G solution
to increase its submarine network capacity and provide
diverse, resilient connectivity across European, Asian,
African, and Middle Eastern markets. AAE-1’s submarine
upgrade will more than double the current capacity,
providing in excess of 100 Tb/s, resulting in the largestscale submarine upgrade in history.
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AE-1’s cable
system spans
25,000 kilometers
of submarine
and terrestrial
networks,
connecting 19
countries led by a consortium of
19 leading operators. Unlike any
other cable system in the world,
AAE-1 terminates at two points of
presence in Singapore for enhanced
route diversity and is the only nextgeneration cable that extends farther
into Asia via diverse terrestrial
routes across Thailand to provide
connectivity to Vietnam, Cambodia,
and Hong Kong. This unique routing
enables AAE-1 to deliver one of the
lowest-latency routes between Hong
Kong, India, the Middle East, Africa,
and Europe.
By upgrading with Infinera’s fifthgeneration ICE6 technology on the GX
Series Compact Modular Platform,
AAE-1 is able to leverage the
industry-leading submarine optical
network solution that features the
highest level of spectral efficiency,
long-codeword probabilistic
constellation shaping (LC-PCS),
Nyquist subcarriers, and the ability to
seamlessly upgrade its line system to
enable L-band transponders on some
of its terrestrial network segments.
Telecom Review visited with Rob
Shore, Infinera’s VP of marketing to
get an overview of some of Infinera’s
recent technology enhancements.
Global Connect Carrier had a
successful delivery of 800G optical
transmission with Infinera’s ICE6
technology across GlobalConnect
Carrier’s live international long-haul
network using GlobalConnect’s
existing third-party line system. This
achievement marks a significant
milestone for GlobalConnect, laying
the foundation for modernizing its
northern Europe-wide network, which
offers a full suite of carrier services
with more than 100,000 kilometers
(km) of fiber and 3,300 access nodes.
Open Optical Networking
Open Optical Networking allows
providers to select the ideal products
and technologies for each network
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layer and domain independently from
a broad array of vendors, avoiding
the constraints of a single vendor
and one-size-fits-all solutions that
provide limited scope for competitive
advantage. Infinera is a big proponent
of Open Optical Networking
Openness and disaggregation are
a natural economic evolution as
an industry matures, and they are
being increasingly embraced by
the telecommunications industry.
This type of evolution has occurred
across a number of areas in
networking, including the separation
of compute, storage, and networking
in data centers; the separation of
hardware, operating system, and
apps in smart phones; hardware/
software separation in network
function virtualization (NFV) and
disaggregated routing; and most
recently, open RAN initiatives for 5G.
This evolution is now enabling
optical networking to leverage
these same principles of openness
and disaggregation by separating
the two key functions in optical
networks: optical line systems and
transponders. While this concept
is not new, recent developments
have emerged that maximize the
performance of disaggregated
optical solutions and minimize the
operational challenges of multivendor networks. These enablers
include improvements in coherent
transceiver technology; the adoption
of line systems with flexible grid
support and per-wavelength power
monitoring; and organizations,
including ITU-T, Open ROADM MSA,
OpenConfig, Open Networking
Foundation (ONF), and Telecom
Infra Project (TIP), driving standards
and interoperability in terms of
optical transmission, open APIs, and
standardized YANG data models.
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Improved Economics
Infinera’s minimized vendor lockin enables innovations that reduce
cost per bit to be quickly deployed
throughout the network lifecycle, with
customized multi-vendor network
designs providing additional scope
for cost optimization.
Separating network functions enables
each one to innovate at its own pace,
expanding the innovation ecosystem
and simplifying new technology
integration with open APIs,
standardized YANG data models, and
compact modular platforms.
XR Forum
Infinera is an active supporter of
Open XR Forum. It was founded
to foster collaboration between its
members to facilitate the adoption
and accelerate the growth of
network architectures leveraging
intelligent point-to-point and pointto-multipoint coherent pluggable
transceivers. Members will work to
ensure the products and services
developed align with existing
standards and operational models by
driving the standardization of network
interfaces and electro-mechanical
hardware interfaces, demonstrating
interoperability, establishing multisourcing potential, and developing
and publishing new specifications
as needed. This will accelerate the
wide adoption and deployment of XR
optics’ innovative technology by a
broad spectrum of network operators
in a wide variety of applications.
As 5G and beyond proliferate, high
capacity will be needed in access
networks, further accelerating
the demand for bandwidth. In the
context of hub-and-spoke and highcapacity traffic patterns, the Open
XR point-to-multipoint technology
supported by coherent transceivers
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using frequency division multiplexing
can cost effectively satisfy future
requirements of network operators.
Open XR Forum announced its first
approved specification defining a
new paradigm for enhanced network
management of pluggable coherent
optical technology. This specification,
developed through a collaboration
of leading global service providers,
establishes the framework for solving
challenges associated with managing
advanced coherent optical engines
and features as they are deployed in
a wider variety of networking devices
such as routers, servers, and mobile
radios.
The development of Open XR
Forum’s first specification paves
the way for creating an architecture
that seamlessly disaggregates the
management of intelligent Open
XR-compliant pluggable transceivers
from host devices.
Chip Manufacturing
David Heard, CEO of Infinera,
recently noted, “As a U.S.-based
semiconductor manufacturer, Infinera
would like to congratulate Congress
on the passage of the CHIPS Act.
This is a critical piece of legislation
that will ensure increased U.S.-based
production and improved supply
chain resiliency for this important
technology.
While much of the focus of
semiconductors is on silicon-based
technology used for CPUs and GPUs,
there is also a $50B+ industry for
compound semiconductors that
are used for everything from LED
lighting and mobile phone displays
to facial recognition and 3D sensing,
and which underpin all modern
telecommunications networks and
services.
This funding will help companies,
particularly mid-cap and smaller
U.S.-based fab operators like Infinera,
expand our domestic production of
semiconductors and boost America’s
global competitiveness.”
Infinera’s leading market presence in
the optical marketplace is certainly
helping to grow the industry.
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Biden’s Recession Affecting
Demand for Mobile
Handsets
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Qualcomm forecast fourth-quarter revenue below Wall Street targets bracing for
a difficult economy and a slowdown in smartphone demand that could hurt its
mainstay handset chip business. They cut their smartphone shipment forecast
for this year and issued a revised sales forecast reflecting a diminished consumer
appetite for smartphones as soaring inflation and economic uncertainty cause people
to curtail discretionary spending.
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hares of the San
Diego-based company
fell about 2.8% in
extended trading,
deepening this year's
drop of about 18%
amid a broader selloff
in growth stocks.
"We expect the elevated uncertainty
in the global economy and the impact
of COVID measures in China will
cause customers to act with caution
in managing their purchases in the
second half," said Chief Financial
Officer Akash Palkhiwala.
The Ukraine crisis and China
lockdowns have also worsened
supply-chain snags and hurt demand,
forcing many phone makers to cut
orders for chips.
The company now expects
smartphone sales to fall 5% this year,
compared with its prior outlook for
flat growth. IDC had projected a 3.5%
drop in smartphone shipments.
More than half of Qualcomm's total
sales comes from the handset
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segment, which makes modem chips
for Apple (AAPL.O) iPhones and chips
that power some models of Samsung's
(005930.KS) Galaxy S series.
Company executives reiterated that
Qualcomm's focus on supplying chips
to premium phones and its push to
diversify into other sectors such as
automotive would cushion the hit from
cooling smartphone demand.
In the third quarter, the chip designer
beat expectations for adjusted revenue,
driven by growth of 59% at its handset
chip business.
Chief Executive Cristiano Amon said
revenue from the automotive business
reached a record in the third quarter
and would surpass that in the next.
Qualcomm forecast current-quarter
revenue between $11 billion and
$11.8 billion, compared with analysts'
estimates of $11.87 billion, according to
Refinitiv data.
It expects adjusted earnings per share
of between $3 and $3.30, compared
with estimates of $3.23.
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Adjusted revenue for the quarter ended
June 26 was $10.93 billion, compared
with estimates of $10.88 billion. Revenue
for Qualcomm's chip designing business
was $9.38 billion, up 45% on the year
while its licensing business produced
$1.52 billion, up 2% on the year.
Qualcomm has extended its patent
license agreement with Samsung
Electronics through the end of 2030.
Amon said that would help secure
revenue stability for its licensing
business.
Qualcomm also agreed to expand the use
of its Snapdragon platforms for future
premium Samsung Galaxy products,
including Samsung Galaxy phones.
"When we provide the Snapdragon 800
platform to a Galaxy smartphone, in terms
of revenue and earnings, it replaces at
least the revenue and earnings of selling
modems to five iPhones," said Amon.
Qualcomm is sharpening its focus
on chips that power phones rather
than modem chips used to connect
to networks as major customer Apple
works on its own modem chips.
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T‑Mobile Takes
Coverage Above
and Beyond with
SpaceX
SpaceX Chief Engineer Elon Musk announced Coverage Above and Beyond: a
breakthrough new plan to bring cell phone connectivity everywhere. Leveraging
Starlink, SpaceX’s constellation of satellites in low Earth orbit, and T-Mobile’s
industry-leading wireless network, the Un-carrier plans to provide near complete
coverage in most places in the U.S. – even in many of the most remote locations
previously unreachable by traditional cell signals.
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espite powerful LTE
and 5G wireless
networks, well
over half a million
square miles of the
U.S. in addition to
vast stretches of
ocean are untouched by cell signals
… from ANY provider. And as anyone
who has ever encountered a mobile
dead zone knows, the wireless industry
has struggled to cover these areas
with traditional terrestrial cellular
technology, most often due to landuse restrictions (e.g., National Parks),
terrain limits (e.g., mountains, deserts
and other topographical realities) and
America’s sheer vastness. In those
areas, people are either disconnected
or pay exorbitant rates to lug around a
sat phone. SpaceX and T-Mobile share
a vision where these uncovered areas
are a relic of the past, and today, the
companies are taking a first step to
make that vision a reality.
From the middle of Death Valley to the
Great Smokey Mountains or even that
persistent neighborhood dead zone,
T-Mobile and SpaceX have a vision
to give customers a crucial additional
layer of connectivity in areas previously
unreachable by cell signals.
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And the service aims to work with
the phone already in your pocket.
The vast majority of smartphones
already on T-Mobile’s network will be
compatible with the new service using
the device’s existing radio. No extra
equipment to buy. It just works.
“We’ve always thought differently
about what it means to keep
customers connected, and that’s why
we’re working with the best to deliver
coverage above and beyond anything
customers have ever seen before,”
said Mike Sievert, CEO of T-Mobile.
“More than just a groundbreaking
alliance, this represents two industryshaking innovators challenging the
old ways of doing things to create
something entirely new that will
further connect customers and scare
competitors.”
“The important thing about this
is that it means there are no dead
zones anywhere in the world for
your cell phone,” said SpaceX Chief
Engineer Elon Musk. “We’re incredibly
excited to do this with T-Mobile.”
To provide this service, the
companies will create a new network,
broadcast from Starlink’s satellites
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using T-Mobile’s mid-band spectrum
nationwide. This true satellite-tocellular service will provide nearly
complete coverage almost anywhere
a customer can see the sky.
With this technology, T-Mobile is
planning to give customers text
coverage practically everywhere in
the continental US, Hawaii, parts of
Alaska, Puerto Rico and territorial
waters, even outside the signal
of T-Mobile’s network starting
with a beta in select areas by the
end of next year after SpaceX’s
planned satellite launches. Text
messaging, including SMS, MMS
and participating messaging apps,
will empower customers to stay
connected and share experiences
nearly everywhere. Afterwards,
the companies plan to pursue the
addition of voice and data coverage.
In addition, the CEOs shared their
vision for expanding Coverage
Above and Beyond globally, issuing
an open invitation to the world’s
carriers to collaborate for truly global
connectivity. T-Mobile committed
to offer reciprocal roaming to those
providers working with them to
enable this vision.
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TELUS Sky Headquarters
Opens in Calgary
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will continue to build a friendly
future for everyone who lives, works
and serves in the great City of
Calgary.”
Situated in the heart of the downtown
district, TELUS Sky has transformed
the city’s skyline and will contribute
to Calgary’s growing tech community
and vibrant cultural landscape,
symbolically representing TELUS’
commitment to Alberta’s economic
prosperity, sustainability and health
well into the future.
“$400 million development continues
our legacy of making powerful
contributions to advance the
economic strength and social vitality
of both the city of Calgary and the
province of Alberta. Indeed, since
2000, TELUS has invested $55 billion
in network infrastructure, operations
and spectrum across the province,
and we will invest an additional
$17 billion through 2026, creating a
further 8,500 family-supporting jobs,”
added Entwistle.
TELUS Sky is designed by worldrenowned architects Bjarke Ingels
Group (BIG) and Dialog, along with
developer partner Westbank and
Allied. Some of its unique features
include a storm-water management
system, thermal energy system,
a living green wall and a direct
connection to TELUS’ PureFibre
network.

Source: LinkedIn, TELUS Sky Interior

TELUS Sky, a new state-of-the-art headquarters in
Downtown Calgary, is an impressive landmark that
stands 60-stories tall and brings 750,000 square feet
of office and retail space as well as 326 rental units,
creating a unique and dynamic blend of working and
urban living. As a result, TELUS now occupies the largest
LEED Platinum footprint in North America.

D

arren Entwistle,
TELUS President
and CEO
said, “As the
transformative
centerpiece of
a revitalized

city block, TELUS Sky sets a
new standard of excellence in
architecture and environmental
sustainability, exceeding the global
standard for leadership in energy
and environmental design. We are
exceedingly proud that TELUS Sky

Ian Gillespie, Westbank Founder and
CEO remarked, “We see this building
and its art installation as a symbol
of Calgary’s transformation and its
future, as one of Canada’s emerging
Creative Economy hubs. A LEED
Platinum showcase, an architectural
landmark and a monumental
public art installation that brings
workspace and living space into
Downtown Calgary, TELUS Sky will
contribute to Calgary’s success
economically and culturally for
generations to come.”
TELUS Sky sets a new standard
of excellence in architecture and
environmental sustainability,
creating a unique and dynamic blend
of working and urban living.
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Google Lands
Equiano Cable in
South Africa
WIOCC's commitment to delivering a market-leading portfolio of wholesale services,
based on strategic investment in subsea and terrestrial digital infrastructure, has been
further demonstrated with the arrival in South Africa, on 8 August 2022, of Google's
Equiano cable.
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IOCC is a
key partner
in Equiano,
landing
the cable
in Lagos,
Nigeria, and
owning a full fibre pair on the system.
Partnering in bringing Equiano to
Africa is further reinforcing WIOCC's
ability to support its clients in
extending their reach and capability
across Southern Africa.
WIOCC Group CEO Chris Wood
commented: “Having invested
multiple billions of Rand to
enhance our 16Tbps-ready, Optical
Transport Network-enabled national
hyperscale network infrastructure],
we are extremely well positioned
to provide businesses with access
to fully upgradeable, quickly and
easily scalable capacity throughout
South Africa and into neighbouring
countries, over one of the most
future-proof networks in the
country.”
As a fibre pair owner, WIOCC’s
Equiano capacity is upgradable fully
under its own control. WIOCC owns
and manages its own Submarine
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Line Terminating Equipment (SLTE),
choosing to light and upgrade its
capacity exactly as it wishes to meet
the needs and demands of its clients.
WIOCC’s Equiano capacity will be
extended into a new Open Access
Data Centres (OADC - a WIOCC
Group company) facility currently
undergoing fit-out in Rondebosch,
Cape Town, where clients can
interconnect with terrestrial
infrastructure providers, cloud
networks, partners, suppliers and
other ecosystem members.
OADC has been extremely active
in South Africa, where it recently
announced it will have three new
core data centres (DCs) – one in
Johannesburg and two in Cape Town
- live by the end of Q3 2022. These
three core DCs are integral to OADC’s
unique, core-to-edge, open-access
DC offering, which currently includes
another core DC, OADC Durban,
and 25 (growing over the next 9
months to over 100) up to 150kW
OADC EDGE DCs offering colocation,
rooftop access and high-speed
network interconnectivity between
facilities at up to 100Gbps and on
multiple routes for diversity.
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WIOCC’s Chris Wood added: “Our
investment in Equiano continues
our long-standing policy of making
strategic investments in subsea
cables. We own almost a third of
the >10Tbps EASSy system, which
extends from South Africa along
Africa’s eastern coastline to Djibouti
and Port Sudan; we deliver more
capacity than any other carrier on
the WACS system, which links South
Africa to western Europe and lands in
many countries along the west coast
of Africa; and we are a member of the
2Africa cable, which will bring another
high-capacity connectivity option to
Africa during 2023/24.”
Services available from WIOCC in
South Africa include high-quality
Carrier IP Transit (IPT), point-to-point
national connectivity and highperformance Metro Connect, and
open access colocation services in
specific locations – through WIOCC
Group company Open Access Data
Centres. In each case, solutions can
be tailored to meet clients’ specific
requirements and are backed by
first-class support - which includes
WIOCC’s highly-responsive Client
Champions who are available
24x7x365.
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New York City’s
Link5G Smart Poles
Comptek will be part of the Link5G initiative, a revolutionary multi-tenant, multiservice siting solution designed to bridge the digital divide and accelerate the pace
of 5G deployments in New York City. In collaboration with ZenFi Networks, the
CityBridge Consortium, and Antenna Design, Comptek serves as the designer and
manufacturer of the Link5G poles utilized in this project, providing solutions for
wireless networks to close the digital divide across New York City.
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ith over 20
years of
experience
supporting
the telecom
tower
industry
with innovative engineered telecom
infrastructure products and
manufacturing, Comptek offers a full
suite of wireless concealment poles,
shrouds, and infrastructure solutions
to meet carrier requirements and the
aesthetic character of the community.
The Link5G pole was designed to
address the need for more wireless
connectivity across New York City. The
team’s objective was to design a multitenant, multi-technology structure that
could seamlessly integrate into the
streetscape of New York City, without
sacrificing technology. The resulting
structure enables ultra-fast wireless
services from multiple providers.
Highlights of the structure include five
independent, RF-optimized bays to
house antennas and integrated radios.
Each of these bays can be accessed
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independently, and each section
utilizes frequency specific shrouding
to minimize losses. It also includes
multiple RAD centers for optimal
technology specific siting, including,
but not limited to, 5G mmWave, WiFi, C-Band, and other licensed and
unlicensed spectrums
“Helping cities achieve their smart
city aspirations with our catalog of
infrastructure products and services
is a focal point of our mission at
Comptek. We’re proud to be able to play
a significant role in the efforts to close
the digital divide in New York City,” adds
Comptek CEO Jim Lockwood.
Comptek is an ISO 9001 certified
company, a leader in the advancement
of wireless infrastructure since 2002,
and is among the first companies in
the US to design and manufacture
small cell poles. Their modular
systems architecturally blend into
the communities, while successfully
concealing and protecting equipment
and antennas.
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“Comptek has played an integral role
in the launch of Link5G in New York
City. Throughout the design and initial
implementation processes of the
Link5G kiosk, our experience working
alongside Comptek has been one of
collaboration and partnership. We’re
thrilled with the result and excited
to showcase Link5G across New
York and across the Country.” said
Ray LaChance, ZenFi Networks CoFounder and CEO.
As smart cities around the country
deploy millions of sensors and
endpoints, New York included,
Comptek will play an essential role in
any deployment plan, at any stage.
Comptek’s innovative methods and
technologies are adaptable to future
equipment changes, and engineered
to minimize installation time in the
right-of-way. CityPole® and hybrid
smart poles can be reconfigured or
upgraded as required throughout their
life cycle as the wireless operators
and cities’ technology mature and
change.
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in the race to eliminate harmful
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Sustainability: The Path
to Becoming a Green Telco
Sustainability is an important topic that is being
addressed urgently worldwide. With telecom operators’
climate-related commitments and the ICT sector’s
expanding energy footprint, there is a need to do more
and transform faster.

I

n Europe and the Americas,
companies’ carbon neutrality
targets for scopes 1
and 2 are set mostly for
implementation before
2030 while carbon neutrality
targets for other regions —
the Middle East and Africa and AsiaPacific — are set primarily for 2050.
Achieving these climate-reduction
targets will require a mix of behavioral
change, regulation, legislative
commitments and technology
advancements.
The mobile industry was the first to fully
commit to the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) in 2016 and
has since been a forerunner in climate
action. “Thanks to continued investment
in infrastructure and the resilience of
networks, the mobile industry continues
to achieve its highest impact on SDG 9:
Industry, Innovation and Impact,” said
Mats Granryd, GSMA Director General.
With technological progress benefiting
humanity across different verticals,
the telecoms sector is a key player in
building a sustainable, resilient and
quality ecosystem. To deliver the
common 2030 agenda, it is increasingly
important for telcos, among other

industries, to embed principles of
sustainability at their core.
Strong environmental, social and
governance (ESG) initiatives bring an
advantage by putting a spotlight on
climate change and sustainability. In
fact, an analysis showed that actively
addressing and demonstrating consistent
performance in sustainability leads to
higher market valuations.
It is certain that connectivity has
become a necessity for today’s
generation. Hence, now is the time
to use the momentum of advocating
for environmental sustainability
to rethink telecom operations and
value creation. By responding to
the telecom sector’s sustainability
challenges, including becoming
carbon neutral and bridging the
digital divide, digital transformation
and innovative solutions can support
the transition to a low-carbon, digital
economy.
Sustainability commitment
Digital companies, including those
that produce and sell ICT equipment,
operate telecommunication networks
and provide software and other IT
services, have become prominent

By definition, the concept of
sustainability assumes that
resources are finite and should be
used strategically to remain available
for future generations. Nowadays,
telcos are facing increasing pressure
from customers and investors to be
sustainable, with customers opting
for companies that are sustainable
and environmentally responsible.
Energy efficiency
Energy costs represent 20–40% of
telecoms OPEX – and even higher
in diesel-heavy markets such as
Southeast Asia and Africa. This
trend will intensify as 5G takes hold,
increasing the average data usage by
4× in 2025. In 2022 alone, the average
usage per smartphone is expected to
surpass 15 GB.
Taking this high demand into
consideration, one area where
the mobile industry can play a
significant role is in decarbonizing
energy systems. Minimizing energy
consumption and maximizing the
use of sustainable energy sources
at ICT sites requires a transition
toward smart energy systems (SES)
and a holistic approach to energy
management.
Network infrastructure energy
efficiency is a priority for operators as
networks (RAN, base stations, etc.)
represent 90% of energy consumption.
Moreover, the massive increase in the
amount of data traffic over mobile
wireless communication brings the
challenge of supplying reliable and
clean energy to end-users.
The ability to stabilize power on
demand is critical for handling the
4G network, 5G transition, edge
computing and IoT, and beyond. With
the urgency of achieving carbon
dioxide (CO2) reductions to meet netzero deadlines, the telecom sector is
shifting towards a strong commitment
to sustainable business practices.
Sunsetting 2G and 3G legacy systems
are said to contribute 15% of reduced
energy consumption. Major operators
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in the Middle East and the US have
already announced plans to retire
these older networks and make way
for newer generations.
Ericsson has joined MTN in its
commitment toward reaching a net-zero
carbon emission future by 2040. Creating
shared value in a sustainable manner
through responsible ESG practices, MTN
will be in a better position to realize its
energy use and carbon management
efforts by leveraging Ericsson’s latest and
most advanced sustainable technologies.
For AT&T, in 2021, more than $111 million
was invested to implement approximately
4,600 energy efficiency and reduction
projects. For over a decade, an
annualized energy savings of nearly 8.1
billion kWh and cost savings of $733.8
million were achieved by AT&T. Among its
two innovative energy efficiency solutions
are the efficiency-as-a-service (EaaS)
platform that helps companies’ largescale energy efficiency deployments, and
the data-driven solution to realize energy
and operations savings by the Energy and
Building Management Solution (EBMS).
Renewable energy
Net-zero commitments have been
made by telcos and enabled by a rapid
substitution of renewable energy in place
of fossil fuels. IoT penetration is also
around 35% in solar and 10% in wind,
and is set to increase steadily as a result
of commitments to renewables that will
connect a majority of grids by 2050.
In July 2021, Vodafone confirmed
that its entire European operations will
be 100% powered by electricity from
renewable sources, marking a key step
towards Vodafone’s goal of reducing its
own carbon emissions to ‘net zero’ by
2030. While in the MEA region, Jordan
is one of the Orange countries with the
highest renewable energy rate, equal to
or even greater than 50%. du has also
showcased its innovative Solar on Tower
project which uses the vertical space
on the telecom tower to install 65 to 72
solar panels. To date, du’s solar sites
have resulted in a total carbon footprint
reduction of 3,750 tCO2/year.
Additionally, T-Mobile was the first
telecom to commit to going all-in on
renewable energy by the end of 2021, and
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by early 2022, it is powering America’s
largest, fastest and most reliable 5G
network with 100% clean electricity.
Transitioning to renewables, Verizon
expects to generate renewable energy
equivalent to 50% of its total annual
electricity consumption by 2025. Since
2013, the operator has installed 31.5
megawatts (MW) of on-site green energy
at administrative offices and other
facilities.
Launching its ‘Go Green’ project in
2022, the Rakuten Group is actively
pursuing its goal of 100% renewable
energy usage across the entire Group by
2023, and supporting the realization of
a green society by providing consumers
with environmentally friendly living and
shopping options.
Unsurprisingly, the use of renewable
energy has been found to bring significant
reductions in CO2 emissions. Major
operators across the world are turning
to renewable sources for their energy
use and are aiming to make their entire
consumption green.
Waste reduction
While the average replacement cycle
for mobile devices has trended longer in
many markets over the past few years,
the disposal of billions of devices every
year carries a sizable e-waste footprint.
Global e-waste is estimated to grow
further to 74 million tons by 2030, with
only a small fraction being recycled.
Recycling efforts are a visible strategy
for mitigating the impact of e-waste
as well as putting downward pressure
on the resource-intensive production
of new devices. In terms of emissions,
a carbon-neutral economy is the goal,
while in terms of waste, the goal is one of
a circular economy. This is based on the
principles of designing out the waste and
pollution, keeping products and materials
in use, and regenerating natural systems.
Telco and IT equipment are a major share
of e-waste where 80% is discarded in
landfills, burned or illegally traded every
year. By 2022, Telstra has targeted that
100% of its branded packaging will be
made of renewable or recycled material
and will be fully recyclable. By 2025,
the telco targets to reuse or recycle
500,000 mobile phones, modems and
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other devices each year and increase
the network waste recycling rate to 85%.
In the same context, China Mobile has
recycled packaging waste and used
recycled paper and other environmentfriendly packaging materials. In 2021,
over 80% of its newly-procured main
equipment used green packaging, saving
262,000 cubic meters of timber resources.
On the other hand, as a result of
Rogers’ efforts, 2,799 tons of electronic
waste were responsibly resold, reused,
manufactured or recycled in 2021 –
wireless devices alone accounted for an
increase of 22%.
In 2020, Etisalat achieved a remarkable
60% recycling rate, deploying sustainable
waste solutions such as sensors in the
waste bins across retail spaces which
provide real-time monitoring of waste
accumulation. In that same year, the
operator generated a total of 547,356
kilograms (kg) of waste, of which 40%
was recycled.
Furthermore, Zain KSA signed an
MoU with the Kingdom’s National
Environmental Recycling Company
(Tadweer) for recycling electronic
waste. This is in line with the goals
of Saudi Vision 2030 to improve
the quality of life and protect the
environment, with the "Saudi Green"
and " Middle East Green" initiatives.
Green telcos
Moving ahead, operators are uniquely
capable to empower households and
businesses across sectors to become
more involved in environmental
strategies. Beyond providing connectivity,
enabling sustainability through
telecommunications is an even higher
goal, one that is lucrative in the fast-paced
digital transformation scene.
A sustainability metric is necessary to
know which sectors and products to
target in B2B strategies, particularly
in deploying vertical use cases such
as transportation, automation, remote
working and smart applications. Overall,
reduced energy consumption, adoption
of renewable energy sources and the
implementation of a carbon reduction
strategy are the three vital elements
that must work in tandem for a telco to
be considered green.
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the market, the industry at large is
based on interconnected networks
and technological collaboration.
The underlying investments done
by telcos, particularly during the
pandemic, made their operations
resilient and responsive in the best
way possible.
Internet service providers (ISPs),
mobile virtual network operators
(MVNOs) and software providers have
been expanding their niche in the
market, joined by independent tower
companies (towercos), fibercos, and
other technology giants.

Telecom Evolution
Within the Digital Era
Telecom evolution is evident as the industry constantly
transforms to meet the ever-changing demands of
customers, both enterprises and consumers. What was
previously an expensive and rationed communication
means has now progressed to operate more efficiently,
provide more value and offer new services.

S

haping how we use
telecoms today, various
telecom industry
players accelerated their
transformation to digital
by adopting modern,
scalable systems and
more agile ways of working.
For operators, digitization is a key
driver of profitable growth along with
solid strategies for 5G, fiber rollout
and sustainability. Now, customers
want better bandwidth, durability,
range and speed. This can be
fulfilled through modernization and
continuous innovation.
The importance of telecom evolution
is undeniably highlighted since the
pandemic, as connectivity continues
to underpin the extensive efforts of

realizing a digital economy. Remote
or hybrid environments, virtual
interaction and online transactions
are also on the rise, driving the need
for a solid connection.
To meet these requirements, telcos
are placing digital innovation at the
core of their strategies. According to
McKinsey, digital transformation can
yield over a 30% increase in gross
profit for telecom operators.
Without a doubt, telecom has been
a massive force for connecting
people and economies – from the
telegraph in the 1840s to the current
5G revolution – and is now a major
innovator in its own right.
Even if telecom companies must
remain competitive to survive in

The telecom evolution made the
industry landscape bigger and more
integrated. Nevertheless, telecom
operators continued to lead other
companies in the industry in terms
of the absolute value they created
between 2016-2021. As per BCG’s
study, T-Mobile US emerged on top,
generating $97 billion in additional
market value within the five-year
period.
Software and Automation
The physical aspects of the network
still exist but the softwarization trend
is increasingly on the rise. With cloud
adoption being considered by the
majority of telecom players, the software
makes more flexible, dependable and
modern network solutions.
From being an expensive, restrictive
and monopolized sector, telecom has
become a commodity that can be
built into applications. Value-added
services on super apps or easy-touse APIs enable low-cost telecom
services.
Another form of telecom evolution
nowadays is adopting AI to improve
network planning and operations.
Using AI and extensive network
probes ensures that operators deploy
networks in the best way possible, and
helps prevent and handle outages.
Whether it’s AI running contact
centers or voice and SMS cloud
communication APIs, innovation in
telecom brings a lot of benefits. One
of which is driving capital efficiency
through analytics. Using automated
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and advanced analytics, operators can
run simulations to prioritize capital
spending across a portfolio of projects,
allowing greater transparency and
quicker decision-making. Applying
these principles to a 5G rollout or
RAN optimization will reduce time-tomarket (TTM) and expenses.
The demand for private networks –
where digitalization and automation
are unleashed by the growth of 5G
– also forces telecom networks to
become more distributed. New and
dynamic edge data centers power
critical functionality and allow data
access points and transfer seamlessly
by being closer to the end customer.
This also results in reduced latency
and a surge in IoT applications and
use cases.
The need to support this software
and automation growth for telecom
evolution will change the demand
patterns and motivate telcos to
upgrade their models. Convergence
between telecom and computing is
intensifying and it won’t slow down as
years go by.
From CSPs to DSPs
The goal of CSPs lately is to become
digital service providers (DSP). By
exposing their network into ondemand consumable services, they
strive to offer flexible, quick provisions,
along with tailored quality of service
and service level agreements that can
cope with the promise of enhanced
mobile broadband and low latency.
In this context, automation is
mandatory, as it is needed to
dynamically manage and orchestrate
all the services at such a volume and
complexity whilst at the same time
coordinating a multitude of data and
technical domains.
By 2025, 80% of MNOs are expected to
automate at least 40% of their network
operations. Companies will transform
internally to share responsibilities
between IT and networks teams
and implement organization-wide
automation use cases.
In the telecom evolution journey from
CSP to DSP, many network operators
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today have orchestrated network
and IT domains, but few have the
capability to orchestrate end-to-end
(E2E) services given the fact that
physical network functions still coexist
with both non- and cloud-native
virtual machines. On top of this mixed
ecosystem, 5G NSA is believed to be
the norm for the next couple of years,
with network slicing and tailor-fit
connectivity still yet to improve.
5G will support the migration of a
business model from CSP to DSP,
where the latter intends to expose
their assets via API to provision and
monetize innovative services. In
parallel, automation is the foundational
pillar to tackle the challenge of
increased complexity of changing into
self-operating business models and
investment constraints.
In fact, tier 3-5 CSP clients in
automation and orchestration have
experienced roughly 400% ROI over the
past five years.
Case studies
The existing market for
communications APIs – such as video,
voice and SMS – is currently growing
at 30% annually and projected to reach
$22 billion by 2025. For Ericsson,
global APIs provide a new material
growth opportunity will allow developer
communities to create applications
for any 5G-connected device. Its
acquisition of Vonage will enable
accessing network capabilities in an
open, intuitive, and programmable
ways via global APIs.
Seeing great progress with frontrunner
CSPs, Ericsson aims to launch the first
5G network APIs in the coming year.
On the other hand, telcos cited
accelerated service delivery and
time to revenue, as well as improved
customer experience and loyalty as
the benefits of implementing MEFstandardized APIs for the automation
of B2B interactions between service
providers.
Companies like AT&T, Verizon,
China Unicom Global Limited, Colt
Technology Services, HGC Global
Communications, Lumen, Orange,
PCCW Global, Sparkle, and TELUS have
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already implemented MEF Lifecycle
Service Orchestration (LSO) APIs.
“The leading global service providers
are collaborating to build an emerging
business ecosystem of automated
networks that supports the rapid
delivery of digital services across
multiple providers and reduce friction
in connecting enterprise users to
cloud applications,” said Nan Chen,
President, MEF.
DISH Network is also deploying the
first standalone, cloud-native and
autonomous 5G network via AWS,
leveraging its global infrastructure
footprint, native services and ondemand scalable resources. This can
impact telecom evolution from the
disaggregated nature of a cloudnative 5G Core and RAN network
functions.
Adding Cisco’s 5000 Series
Enterprise Network Compute System
(ENCS) to its virtual network services
(VNS) portfolio for enterprise
customers, Verizon enables
customers to replace traditional
network devices and functions, such
as routers, firewalls, and switches.
The Cisco ENCS compute platform
is optimized to provide virtual
network functions (VNFs) that can
be managed and orchestrated from a
central location.
In the wholesale arena, DE-CIX
explained that network automation
offers the answer to simplifying
the art of connecting within and
between networks. The automation
of interconnection ensures easy,
flexible, secure and cost-efficient
access to enterprise resources.
By using the DE-CIX API – based
on the IX-API which DE-CIX
developed in collaboration with other
interconnection industry giants –
services can be provisioned and
consumed across different networks,
flexibly and on demand.
NTT also announced partnerships
with ServiceNow to simplify and
accelerate the adoption of private 5G
through an AI-enabled end-to-end
workflow automation platform.
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DE-CIX Dallas Now Available
from LOGIX Fiber Networks
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DE-CIX, the world’s leading neutral Internet Exchange (IX) operator, announces it
has established an interconnection with LOGIX Fiber Networks (LOGIX) in Dallas.
LOGIX Fiber Networks is the largest fiber network provider in Texas serving more than
3,000 enterprise buildings and nearly 100 data centers throughout the state. The
NNI enables LOGIX customers to gain turnkey access to DE-CIX Dallas, fortified with
extended reach, via the DE-CIX GlobePEER Remote service, to Chicago, New York,
Phoenix, Richmond, and to thousands of networks connected across the US and the
company’s globally interconnected platforms throughout Europe and the Middle East.
The DE-CIX neutral interconnection ecosystem spans North America, Europe, the
Middle East, India, and Southeast Asia.
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OGIX Fiber
Networks’ footprint
spans throughout
Texas with key data
centers in Austin,
Dallas, Houston,
and Fort Worth.
By interconnecting its network with
DE-CIX Dallas, LOGIX customers can
now leverage transport connectivity
for turnkey access to DE-CIX’s multiservice platform, with direct access
to cloud providers, content networks
and other network-based service
providers. The interconnection serves
as a seamless gateway, eliminating
third-party connectivity costs in
Dallas and traditional colocation
requirements, and enables enterprise
and wholesale networks direct access
to DE-CIX Dallas, the fastest growing
neutral IX in the Texas market.
Traditional data center-owned IX’s
typically require colocation and
cross connection fees that require
networks to buy and manage remote
equipment, on top of the IX platform
fees. With a transport to peering
connection offered by LOGIX to reach
DE-CIX Dallas, networks can peer in
Dallas with only the cost of the LOGIX
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transport connection, dramatically
lowering costs of the peering solution.
For networks where a traditional IX
interconnection requiring colocation
does not make sense, a transport to
peering connection can easily become
a strong value proposition due to the
dramatically lowered cost of the total
solution.
“We are always looking for ways to
enhance our network services and
capabilities, and an interconnection
with DE-CIX Dallas does just that,”
comments Craig Collins, chief
executive officer from LOGIX Fiber
Networks. “Through this partnership,
LOGIX customers now can leverage
our Texas-based transport network
to access DE-CIX, helping companies
procure the most direct route for
connectivity and ultimately enhance
performance while streamlining
costs.”
“We continue to develop better ways
for networks from throughout the
region to connect to DE-CIX Dallas,”
comments Ed d’Agostino, VP and
General Manager of DE-CIX North
America. “This partnership with
LOGIX is yet another step forward
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in allowing DE-CIX Dallas to serve
the entire region, not just networks
with PoPs in Dallas. DE-CIX Dallas
provides an array of network
optimization and security capabilities
for ISPs, content providers,
enterprises, educational and research
institutions and more. Now enabled
through LOGIX, we look forward to
welcoming even more networks to
our quickly growing ecosystem.”
DE-CIX Dallas is the largest carrier
and data center neutral Internet
Exchange serving the Southwest
region and now ranks among the top
20 largest IXs in the United States
with reach to over 110 networks
including carriers, ISPs, content,
cloud, and other networks that help
optimize the delivery of content at the
edge.
LOGIX is a pure business-to-business
fiber provider, and its network has
plenty of capacity to help carriers and
provide connectivity solutions. Learn
more about LOGIX as well as DE-CIX
Dallas and how new networks can
qualify for a risk-free trial of DE-CIX’s
leading Internet Exchange capabilities
below.
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Clearfield® Clears Path for Fiber Broadband with CraftSmart®
FiberFirst Pedestal
Clearfield announced its CraftSmart®
FiberFirst Pedestal, the industry’s first
pedestal designed to support fiber-only
deployments. Deployable in any outdoor
environment, and ideal for operators
looking to deploy broadband in rural
markets, the pedestal delivers the most
cost-effective, non-metallic enclosure
in the industry, delivering a solution that
exceeds industry standards for strength,
reliability, and environmental concerns.
“Delivering products such as the
FiberFirst Pedestal is part of our
ongoing strategy to own and control
our manufacturing and supply chain
so we can ensure our customers have
the products they need, when they need
them, to take fiber further,” said Johnny
Hill, Chief Operating Officer of Clearfield.
“Having craft-friendly, universally

deployable fiber management solutions
for any environment, is a necessity given
the increasing importance placed on
faster, more streamlined installation
required by federal and state funding
programs. The FiberFirst Pedestal is
designed with this in mind—to save time
and money while speeding time-torevenue.”
“Our pedestal solution has been designed
to optimize the deployment of Clearfield
fiber management solutions,” said
Kevin Morgan, Chief Marketing Office at
Clearfield. “Customers will continue to
require domed pedestal solutions for the
extra protection provided for applications
such as the co-location of services
and we look forward to providing those
solutions from our supplier partners long
into the future.”

The CraftSmart FiberFirst Pedestal is part
of the Clearfield Labor Lite technologies.
The product is a free-breathing, twelveinch modular design with a waffle
backplane to support a variety of
mounting options within the enclosure
while providing UV, chemical, and impact
resistance. Its high-strength, rigid
construction ensures long-term reliability
in the harshest environments. The
FiberFirst Pedestal is purpose-build to be
leveraged in support of a wide variety of
service networks, eliminating the need
for multiple, specialty pedestals, reducing
inventory management challenges, and
ensuring that operators always have the
right product on hand as they plan, build,
and manage fiber broadband networks.
The pedestal is in production now and
Clearfield is accepting orders.

Oak Hill Capital Commits $250 Million for Underserved Fiber
Markets
Oak Hill Capital formed a new fiber-tothe-premises (FTTP) provider, Omni
Fiber ("Omni" or the "Company"), to bring
to market a new option for high-speed
Internet service in small and mid-sized
markets in the Midwest that have
historically been underserved by the large
phone and cable companies.
Oak Hill's $250 million commitment
to Omni Fiber out of its latest flagship
fund, Oak Hill Capital Partners VI, will
fund new network construction to bring
state-of-the-art fiber Internet, TV, and
phone services to homes and businesses
in communities across the Midwest,
with initial projects in the states of Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan.
"We are thrilled to partner with Oak Hill and
are excited to provide high-quality Internet
access options to small and medium
communities across the Midwest," said
Darrick Zucco, Omni Fiber CEO. "Oak Hill's
investment will spur our growth to help
bridge the digital divide and establish
competitive choice by providing hundreds

of thousands of households access
to our future-proof, 100% fiber-optic
network. We look forward to establishing
and maintaining excellent service quality
as we support our new customers and
communities for years to come."
Omni Fiber will offer affordable,
symmetrical speeds of up to 2 Gbps
to homes and businesses in small and
mid-sized towns in the Midwest where
current high-speed options are limited.
Omni will deliver what customers expect
from their Internet service provider: fast
Internet speeds, reliability, complete inhome coverage, and best-in-class local
customer service. Omni will not require
contracts for residential customers and
promises no hidden fees, no data caps,
no installation fees, and a 30-day moneyback guarantee. With Oak Hill's investment
in the Company, Omni will not need to rely
on grants or subsidies from federal, state,
or local governments to build its network.
Oak Hill is an experienced investor in the
FTTP space, and Omni Fiber's executive

team has over 80 years of combined
experience in building and growing fiber
networks. Oak Hill's current broadband
investments that enable increased fiber
access across the U.S. include MetroNet,
one of the nation's largest independently
owned, 100 percent fiber optic network
providers; Vexus Fiber, an expanding
provider in Texas, New Mexico and
Louisiana; GoNetspeed in the Northeast;
Race Communications in California; and
Greenlight Networks in upstate New York.
"We believe that reliable, high-speed
access to the Internet represents a
fundamental catalyst for economic growth
and equal opportunity for all Americans,
from small towns to big cities," said
Scott Baker, Partner at Oak Hill. "We have
enjoyed strong relationships with Omni's
founding executive team – Darrick Zucco,
Steve Gable, Brian Ross and Andres
Tovar – for many years. We are excited to
formally launch our new partnership with
this outstanding team as the Company
builds and introduces its fiber network
across the Midwest."
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Verizon Supercharges Fiber Core Network
The new optical core, which is being
built to meet customers’ growing
demands through 2032, is upgradeable
to future 800 Gbps and 1 Tbps per port
optical technology, allowing Verizon to
manage 230 Tbps of data at any given
time.
Verizon is upgrading to new equipment
that is capable of utilizing the latest 400
Gbps per port optical technology. When
the overhaul of the fiber core network —
the superhighway Verizon uses to move
customers’ data — is complete, Verizon
will be able to manage 115 Tbps of
data. This upgrade will significantly
increase the bandwidth needed to
support wireless, home internet,
enterprise, small business and FIOS
customers.

“Our fiber network is the largely
invisible foundation that is a key
driving force behind providing the
scalability and reliability our customers
need and expect,” said Kyle Malady,
Executive Vice President and President
Global Networks & Technology,
Verizon. “This new packet core will
provide the reliability and capacity we
need today, but more importantly will
be able to scale to meet the forecasted
future demands that will result from
the incredible capabilities of our robust

5G network, the platform for 21st
century innovation.”
In June 2022, Verizon announced that
data traffic on its 5G Ultra Wideband
network had already increased 249%,
and it expects exponentially higher
increases as more customers adopt
the new technology and begin to
experience the robust capabilities and
performance of 5G Ultra Wideband.
In addition to providing the increased
bandwidth needed for data growth
over the next decade, the new
equipment supplied by Juniper
Networks, Inc. is more dense, reducing
space requirements and driving
down both cost and power usage per
GB and offers an advanced level of
automation.

Sesami Strengthens Cash Automation
Sesami Cash Management
Technologies welcomes ARCA as it
strengthens its global leadership in cash
automation. ARCA is a global leader in
cash technology solutions and a global
market leading manufacturer of teller
cash recyclers for financial institutions.
"With its talented team, robust teller
cash recycler product portfolio and
impressive global product development
and manufacturing capabilities, ARCA
significantly broadens Sesami's
intelligent device offering, deepens our
in-house R&D capabilities and further
expands our global footprint and
client base," said Steph Gonthier, Chief
Executive Officer of Sesami. "This latest
acquisition of a best-of-breed global
cash technology solutions company
further cements Sesami's unique global
market positioning as the only true endto-end, tech-enabled cash ecosystem
solution provider for financial institutions
and consumer businesses."
ARCA is the world's second largest
provider of teller cash recyclers (TCRs)
and related support services, with

a significant market share in North
America and Europe, with the leading
market position in Canada, Spain and
Mexico. TCRs enable the automation
of cash deposits and withdrawals
helping financial institutions simplify
in-branch cash handling activities. With
customers in over 50 countries, ARCA's
products and services have been
sold to over 500 financial institutions
globally.
"I am so incredibly proud of the
global leader ARCA has become
since its founding nearly 25 years
ago, recognized by our clients for
our commitment to innovation and
excellence. I am confident that the next
chapter for ARCA and its talented team
will be a fulfilling one as part of Sesami
and in pursuit of ARCA's next phase of
growth," said Mort O'Sullivan, Founder
of ARCA.
"With our industry leading product
portfolio and service platform, as
well as evolutionary products and
future innovation in the pipeline, we
are highly enthusiastic about the

significant growth opportunities ahead
as we join Sesami. We look forward to
growing our financial institution client
base globally in support of continued
retail bank network automation – a
transformation in which our intelligent
cash handling devices play a key role,"
said Hank Winfield, President of ARCA.
Headquartered in North Carolina,
ARCA has about 320 employees
with offices in the United Kingdom,
France and Italy, and a state-ofthe-art primary production facility
in Italy. Founded in 1998, ARCA is
a global leader in cash automation
technologies with a reputation for
delivering reliable products with
the shortest lead times which are
unmatched in the market, and a
commitment to excellence in service
and support throughout the life of
its products. Financial institutions,
retailers, and OEM self-service and
kiosk manufacturers all over the world
rely on ARCA products to streamline
their cash operations and save them
time and money, while increasing the
efficiency and security of cash.
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